Information Technology Services

CTC Enterprise Ventures Corporation (EVC) offers cost-effective professional information technology (IT) services for the public and private sectors. We have developed and maintained production-level applications and systems heavily used and relied upon by operators throughout the world. We understand the importance of system reliability and specialize in performing critical and essential information assurance (IA) tasks to ensure government and industry compliance.

Custom Software Development

EVC offers full life-cycle software development expertise to create custom software solutions that address the needs of our clients. This includes all that is involved between the conception of an idea and the final manifestation of the software, including user training and maintaining the integrity of the software. Our structured yet scalable approach provides the foundation from which success is ultimately achieved.

We perform:

- End-to-End Agile Software Development
- Rapid Application Development/Prototyping
- Web / Mobile / Desktop / Embedded Development
- Java / .Net Development

Software Maintenance & Sustainment

EVC provides a full spectrum of software maintenance and sustainment activities: performing IA upgrades, migrating applications to new environments, monitoring and analyzing applications, updating training material and/or system documentation, and testing all software. We work closely with stakeholders to resolve technical issues, document system flaws, and manage enhancement requests. We follow industry accepted software engineering practices and adhere to mature and proven configuration management processes to maintain efficiency and mitigate risk.

Information Assurance

EVC is dedicated to providing guidance and support to clients seeking to understand and navigate the Risk Management Framework (RMF).

Our competency in IA can be successfully applied to:

- Improve security
- Facilitate certification and accreditation
- Increase operational performance
- Assure compliance with laws and regulations
- Address emerging technical challenges

For more information, contact:

T. Brett Wilmotte
Director, IT Services
814-269-6834
IT-Services@evc.ctc.com